**Smart1World Collaboration Portal (RiDx)**
- Online access to Customer & Supplier Accounts
- A range of available account or operational information for speed and self-service access
- Incorporate work flow and bespoke information
- Tailor the interface to suit employee, customer or supplier
- Resource Information Data Exchange (RiDx) facilitates data transfer between trading entities and organisations in cradle to cradle supply chains and circular economies
- Available on any device and any operating system

**Smart1World Logistics**
- Full access to Job Order Management on any device and any operating system
- Enhance step-by-step logistics process by route, job, material, container and vehicle-configurable work flows
- Work in synchronisation with mobile devices
- Incorporate flexible Proof-of-Delivery (PoD) process
- Utilise additional task management functions for comprehensive in-field work flows
- Work in real-time confirmations, job and trip reconciliation for speed and control

**Smart1World Mobility**
- Job order and task management work flow on any operating system and any device
- Complete and versatile task management to suit multiple in-field applications
- Easy-to-use interfaces and work flows for different job types
- Proof-of-Delivery (PoD) capture and immediate synchronisation to ERP and logistics console
- Increase speed and efficiency of operations that allow for accurate and immediate invoicing
Depot & Transfer Station Management
- Integrate your in-field and remote depots to inbound materials process management console
- Available on any operating system and any device
- Capture data automatically and in real time
- Integrate with your ERP

What it does
- Capture weights directly from the weighbridge PCU
- Web based integration on any operating system on any device
- Step-by-step process from vehicle check-in to final summary at check-out
- Include Proof of Delivery (PoD) work flow standards

Customer Service Management
- Real-time customer service tasks, activities and enquiries
- Available on any operating system and any device
- Easy to use task management; ideal for account management, operational queries, customer service and in-field or remote sales operations
- Fully integrated with your ERP system

Reporting & Business Intelligence
- Reporting, dashboards and business intelligence available in real time
- Available on any operating system and any device
- Ideal for snap-shot or key performance indicators to mobile devices
- Configurable dashboards give instant insight to critical business information
- Range of graphs, gauges, dials and indicators to suit all applications
- Perfect for presentations on tablets to customers, suppliers and management on key account data
Smart1World Overview

What it is
- Suite of web & mobile applications
- Designed for the Waste & Recycling and New Energy markets
- Fully integrated with your ERP

What it does
- Makes your key business processes mobile
- Provides full process visibility and control
- Simplifies system landscape by automating and integrating process flows
- Gives a true competitive edge, the system does what the business needs

How it works
- Developed on an Agile Technology Platform
- Works on any operating system or hand held device
- Quick, easy development of work-flow and built for change
- Cloud based Software as a Service (SaaS)
- Cost effective, monthly subscription payments

Simple, secure and scalable
- No infrastructure or resources needed, all Cloud-based
- Advanced, state-of-the-art security
- Flexible, scalable and ready to grow with your business
- Fast, effective, high performance infrastructure